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Abstract 
Rao, N.V., The metric injective hulls of normed spaces, Topology and its Applications 46 (1992) 
13-21. 
Let Jll denote the category of metric spaces with contractions as morphisms and K denote the 
category of real normed spaces with linear contractions as morphisms. Given any normed space 
X over the reals Iw, let S,,,(X), a,,(X) denote the injective hulls of X in the categories Jtl and jli 
respectively. It was shown by Isbell that 8,,,(X) “coincides” with S,,(X) but his proof had a gap. 
In this paper we shall fix that but also provide two other direct ways of getting at the Banach 
algebra structure of S,,(X). 
Keywords: Metric injective hull of a normal space. 
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1. Introduction 
First we need some notation. A mapping 4 from a metric space X to a metric 
space Z is called a contraction if dist(4(x), 4(x’)) s dist(x, x’) for every pair of 
points x, x’ in X where “dist” always indicates the distance between its arguments 
in the space of their location. This will not lead to any confusion. 
A mapping e: X+ Z is called an extension if dist(e(x), e(x’)) = dist(x, x’) for 
every pair of points x, x’ in X. 
A metric space Z is said to be injective if given any contraction 4 : X + Z and 
an extension e : X + Y, there exists a contraction $ : Y + Z such that +oe = 4. 
An extension e:X+ Z is called an injective hull of X if Z is injective and if 
C$ :Z + Y is any contraction such that 4oe is an extension, then #J also is an extension. 
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A function r: X + Iw+ is called an extremalfunction (Nachbin [ 141, Isbell [lo]) if 
it satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) r(x) + r(x’) 2 dist(x, x’) for every pair of points x, x’ in X; 
(b) if r(x)> t(x) for every x in X and f(x) satisfies (a) same as r, then r= t. 
Let gm (X) denote the set of all extremal functions on X. Then 8,(X) is metrized 
as follows: For any pair r, t of extremal functions on X, define 
dist(r, t) = sup Ir(x) - t(x)\. 
ttX 
It is easy to see that for any given x0 in X the distance function e(x,,)(x) = dist(x,, x) 
is an extremal function and the mapping 
defined by e(x)(x’) = dist(x, x’) is an extension. Theorem 2.1 of Isbell [lo] can be 
stated as follows: 
e : X + E,,,(X) is an injective hull. (1.1) 
By definition any two injective hulls are equivalent. 
The above discussion (omitting 8,(X) and its properties) can be done in the 
category of normed spaces. We shall note that objects are real normed spaces, 
mappings (contraction, extension) are also linear and distances are induced by the 
norms in the respective spaces. We have to let go the extremal functions because 
they are highly nonlinear. 
Cohen [3] showed the existence and uniqueness of the injective 
hull of a normed space X over R in the category JV. (1.2) 
He also established a similar result in the category of complex normed spaces but 
we shall stick with the real case. 
Now let X be a normed space over R. Considering X as an object in JM, the 
category of metric spaces, we have g,,,(X) its metric injective hull. Let e’: X + 2 
be the injective hull of X in ,Ir, the category of normed spaces. We observe now 
that 2 is also an injective metric space with the metric induced by its norm. This 
follows from Nachbin [ 141 and Aronszajn and Panitchpakdi [I]. 
So there exist contractions 4 : Em(X) + 2, + : Z + ‘8,,,(X) such that 40 e = e’, 
(cloe’= e. Since 4 oe is an extension, by the definition of the injective hull it follows 
that 4 is also an extension. Thus arises the question whether 4 is a surjection. Isbell 
[lo] answered this affirmatively but his proof has a small gap which we shall fix in 
the next section. 
But there are other aspects of the injective hull Z. A theorem of Kelley [12] 
(Nachbin [14], Goodner [6]) asserts that a normed space 2 is isomorphic to the 
space of real valued continuous functions on a hyperstonian space. If X = %(T) 
the space of continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff space T, Gleason [5] 
defined the projective cover M of T which is a hyperstonian space and proved that 
%‘(M) is the injective hull of %‘(T) in JV. In this paper we shall define a V(T), a 
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natural extension of the given normed space X and directly show that it is isometri- 
cally imbedded canonically in 8, (X). In fact (as pointed out by Cohen in a letter 
to me) the same proof shows that %(M) as introduced by Gleason also isometrically 
imbeds in Z?,,,(X). In Section 2, we shall give yet another way of looking at the 
injective hull of Y?(T). 
Now we shall define the space T and some other objects connected with it for 
later use. Let X be a normed space over R and X” be its dual space; U the closed 
unit ball of X*; E the set of all extreme points of U. Let W be a maximal weak* 
open subset of E such that 
Wn(-W)=(d, (1.3) 
W u (- W) is weak* dense in E. (1.4) 
Let T = weak* closure of W. For any x in X and w in X”, we define ,?( w) = w(x). 
It is well known (by the Hahn-Banach theorem) that llx]l= sup,,,,)~(w)l. Since U 
is the weak* closed convex hull of E (Krein-Milman theorem) we have llxll= 
sup,&(w)]. Th ere f ore and from the fact that T u (-T) 1 E follows 
llxll = $w (1.5) 
Further with the weak* topology on T, each i is continuous on T. (1.5) proves 
that s(x) = 2 is a linear extension of X into %‘(T), the space of continuous functions 
on T with the supremum norm (Kelley [12], Cohen [3]). 
Let I”(T) denote the normed space of all bounded functions on T and %‘(T) 
denote the minimal subspace of I”(T) that contains Y(T) and is closed under taking 
sup and inf of any bounded family of functions. We shall show that 9?(T) is a 
Banach algebra and also that 6%‘(T) is the injective hull of X. Further we shall show 
the maximal ideal space of 93( T) is the projective cover of T in the sense of Gleason 
r51. 
In a more general context, I should mention the following 
Cohen [13], Kaufmann [ll], Hasumi [7], Dress [4], Herrlich 
Professor Herrlich for his comments and sharing [8] with me. 
authors: Lacey and 
[8]. I should thank 
2. 
Theorem 2.1. Let X be a normed space over R and 8,(X) denote its metric injective 
hull. There exists a normed space structure on Z?,,,(X) such that e : X + g”,(X) is a 
linear extension and further for any two extremal functions r, t 
dist( r, t) = II r - t II 
where r - t is not the ordinary minus but a minus to be dejined as part of the normed 
space structure on Z?m (X). 
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Proof. Without loss of generality we may identify X with e(X). 
Among all subsets Y of g,,,(X) which contain X and which admit a normed 
space structure extending that of X so that the norm induced metric on Y coincides 
with that of g,,,(X), there must exist a maximal one by the Zorn’s lemma. We shall 
show that such a maximal subset Y must be gm(X) itself. 
Suppose not. Let Y, be a maximal subset with a normed space structure extending 
X. From Isbell [lo], it is easy to see that for any X c Y c 8,(X), E,,,( Y) can be 
identified with gm(X). Thus there is no loss of generality in assuming that X = Y, 
and the additive structure on X cannot be extended further. We shall show that 
this is impossible. 
Let p(x) be an extremal function defined on X and assume that p(x) > 0 for all 
x E X. If there is no such p, then X is injective [ 10,141 already and so X = 8’,(X). 
Now let us consider Y = X@rWg with the norm defined as follows: If y =x + t.$, 
XEX, tER, then 
11x11 when t=O 
“y’l=(~t[p(-x/t) when tf0: 
Nachbin [ 141 showed that this indeed defines a norm on Y. It could also be seen 
as in Isbell [9] from the fact that X is a subspace of I”(T) which is injective. Now 
we observe that for any y E Y, I]y --XII is an extremal function on X. Assume 
y=x,+t& If tO=O, then I/y-x/I = ]]x-xO]] is obviously extremal on X. If t,# 0, 
then Ily - XII = 1 to(p( (x -x0)/ to). This function is extremal too because extremality 
is preserved under translations and magnifications on a normed space. 
If we define e(y)(x) = ]]y --XII f or any y in Y and x in X, we get a map 
e : Y + 5Em(X) extending e : X + g,,,(X). We shall show that e is an isometry and 
that would contradict the maximality of X. 
Clearlyify,zEY,II(y-xII-IJz-xll(~Ily-zl) andso 
;$e(y)(x) - e(z)(x)] = dist(e(y), e(z)) s IIY - 4. (2.1) 
Case 1. If y or z belongs to X, we can set x= y or z in (2.1) and obtain 
dist(e(y), e(z)) = IIY - zll. 
Assume that both y and z do not belong to X. Say y = u + cc, z = v + ~‘5; u, v E X; 
c, c’ E R and cc’ # 0. 
Case 2. If c, c’ have the same sign, we proceed as follows: 
Assume that c # c’. Then c’y - cz belongs to X and let us set x = (c’y - cz)/ (c’ - c) 
in (2.1). Then we have 
IIY-XII-llz-xll=&llY-zll-&iv-zll 
= *llv --zll since cc’> 0. 




by the foregoing argument. But 
lIly+~5-~II-II~-~III~IIly-~ll-II~-~llI+I~I11511 
and 







dist(e(y), e(z)) 2 IIY --zll--2~~~11511. 
Letting E + 0, we have dist(e(y), e(z)) = Ily - zll. 
Case 3. Assume that cc’ < 0. Let 
O~v~=~~~IllY-~ll-ll~-~III~IlY-~ll=II~+~~-~’~5-UII. 
We fix u, c, c’. Then IIu+(c-c’)[-VII as a function of u is an extremal function 




2 llu- u’ll (thanks to Case 2). 
Since Q(V) + Q( u’) 2 /IV- ZI’JJ, Q(v) s 1) u + (c - c’)t - ~1 II for all u and the latter is 
extremal, we have 
o(~)=II~+(c-c’)5-~ll=IIY-zII. 
This establishes that 
dist(e(y), e(z)) = IIY - zll 
whenever y, z E Y. This proves the theorem. 0 
Theorem 2.2. Let X be a normed space over R and %‘( T) be as deJied in the Introduction. 
Given any f in ‘Z(T), then the function e(f) defined on X by 
e(f)(x) = $3~) -f(w)l 
is an extremal function. Further 
;$e(f )(x) - e(g)(x)1 = ;;‘;‘lf(w) -g(w)l. 
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Remark 2.3. This theorem establishes that %(T) has a natural isometric imbedding 
in the metric injective hull E,,,(X). In fact, this imbedding is an extension of the 
map e: X+ E,(X). In view of Theorem 2.1, we can find a normed structure on 
g,,,(X) compatible with X and also with Y(T). 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Because the mapping E(X) = .? from X into E(T) is a linear 
isometry, it does not hurt to denote su~,,~IxI(w) --f(w)1 by ]lZ-fl] and 
SUP,+~ *lf( w) - g( w)( by IIf-- g(]. Clearly 11; -f II satisfies the inequality: 
I\_G-fII+Ilj-JIIZ I]?-y^II for any x,y in X, 
necessary for an extremal function. 
Now if we show that for any x in X 
(2.2) 
Ilx^-fll =~~Ly--9ll- IF-fll) (2.3) 
we would have proved the extremality of II? -f II. (See Isbell [lo].) 
In order to show (2.3), without loss of generality we may assume x^=O and 
llf]l =f(n) for some 71 E T. Thus the equivalent of (2.3) is 
llfll =~pll- IF-f II). (2.4) 
Choose an E > 0. Then there exists a weak* open neighbourhood N of n in X* 
such that 
f(W)~f(77)--F for every w E N n T. (2.5) 
But since T = w, there exists a A E N n W and a weak” open neighbourhood No 
of A such that 
N,c N, N,n(-No)=@ (2.6) 
Further since W is a relative weak* open subset of E, there exists a weak* open 
set 0 such that 0 n E = W. Now in (2.6), we may assume that N,c 0. So we have 
N,,cN, Non(-N,)=0, N,cfJ,f2nE= W. (2.7) 
Since A is an extreme point of the closed unit ball U in X* there exists a y E X 
such that 
Un{w,y^(w)>c}c No, $(A)>c. (2.8) 
This asserts that open sets in I/ obtained by intersecting with open half-spaces 
form a fundamental system of neighbourhoods at any extreme point of U [2, 
pp. 55-561. Also that any weak* continuous functional on X* is a j for some y E X 
[2, P. 431. 
Iv^(w)l =z c on W\N,. (2.9) 
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Because if I3( w)l > c and w E W\N,,, then either y^( w) > c or y^( - w) > c, i.e., w E No 
or w E -No. The first is impossible. As for the second, w E -iVO implies w E -a and 
so w~Rn(-f2)nE= WC-I-W)=@ Again a contradiction. 
From (2.9) it follows that for large 1 > 0, 
G(A)-f(A)2 sup I@(w) -f(w)1 
WC W\N,, 
because f(~)+sup,,w~~,,l~y^(w)-f(w)l s tcf211fll and $(A)> c. Thus for large f, 
IlfY-“i-11 =ImkfW f or some w E IV,, n T. Also it must be tj( w) -f(w) because 
otherwise 11 ty^ -f 11 =f( w) - ty*( w) 2 0, i.e., ry^( w) sf( w) and tc <f(w) for all large 
t. A contradiction. 
Therefore for all large t (fix a t) 
Il~YlI-Il~+-fII 2 ty^(w)-_(fy(w)--f(w))=f(w) 
for some w E IV,,. But by (2.5), f(w) 3 llfll -E. So 
IlfYlI-Il+-fII~ IlfII-&. 
Consequently 
yll$ll- lb-flls llfll --B for any &>O. 
Therefore 
llfll =~pxp(lly^ll - lb-fll) 
proving (2.4). 
Now we have to prove the last half of the theorem, namely for any f; g E Y(T), 
Ilf-gll =;;!I Ilf-Y^II - Ils-y^II I. (2.10) 
Without loss of generality we may assume that 
Ilf-gll =f(T) -g(v) for SOme 77 E T. (2.11) 
Choose an c > 0. Since w = T, there exists a A in W such that 
IIf-gII<f(A)-g(A)+&. (2.12) 
Arguing as we did in (2.7) and (2.8), we can find a weak* open neighbourhood 
No of A such that 
Ilf-gll <f(w)-g(w)+& for every w in Non T, 
Non(-NJ=0, 
for sufficiently large t 
II@-fll = G(w) 
(2.13) 
N,cQflnE= W; 
-f(w) for some w E N,,. 
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Consequently 
Therefore 
Making E arbitrary small we get 
IV-sll =;w$ IV-fll- IF-gll I 
=yj4fK~~ - ek)(y)l= dWe(fL 4s)). 
This establishes the theorem. 0 
Remark 2.4. If M is any compact Hausdorff space and S- is a continuous map onto 
T and if no proper closed subset of M is mapped onto T, then the dual map 7~* 
from %(T) to S’(M) is an extension and %‘(M) imbeds isometrically into the 
injective hull of %‘(T). 
The proof is exactly the same as for Theorem 2.2. This was pointed out to me by 
Cohen. Also since the projective cover L a la Gleason of T satisfies the same 
condition as M above, we obtain that T(L) imbeds isometrically into the injective 
hull of Y(T) in the category of metric spaces, i.e., g(L) is the injective hull of %(T) 
in Ju. This is yet another proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 2.5. Let T be any compact Hausdorflspace, %(T) be the Banach algebra of 
real valued continuous functions on T with the supremum norm, 3 ( T) be the smallest 
class offunctions in l”( T) which contains V?(T) and which is closed under the operations 
sup fa, inff, where {fa} is any bounded family of functions in 93(T). Then 93(T) is 
a Banach algebra in the obvious way. 
Proof. The idea is to show that B(T) is closed under addition and multiplication. 
We say that a class K of functions in l”(T) is boundedly complete if given any 
bounded family {fn, (Y E I} in K, supf,, inf f, also belong to K. It is clear that any 
arbitrary intersection of boundedly complete classes of functions is also boundedly 
complete. Consequently the smallest such class containing %(T) does exist. 
Choose any f in S’(T). Let K consist of all g in 93(T) such that f-g belongs 
to 93(T). Clearly K =I Y(T). Further if {g,} is any bounded family of functions 
such that 




must belong to %3(T). Hence sup g,, inf g, belong to K. 
Thus K 2 Z(T) and K is boundedly complete. This proves that K 1 a(T), i.e., 
iffE%(T)andgE%(T), thenf-gEB(T). (2.14) 
So far this must remind us of the proof of the theorem in standard measure theory 
which says that the smallest monotone class generated by a Boolean ring of sets is 
a a-ring. Indeed the rest of the proof is similar to that. See the book on Measure 
Theory by Paul R. Halmos. 0 
Remark 2.6. From Nachbin [14, Theorem 21 it follows that 
,q(%(T))=93(T). 
Hence we have 
i&(X) = zYn(X) = LB(T). 
From the fact that V(T) is a unital subalgebra of 93(T), we deduce a natural 
projection from the maximal ideal space Ju of 93(T) onto T, the maximal ideal 
space of V(T). It is easy to see that Ju is the projective cover of T as in Gleason [5]. 
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